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MIT Delta Upsilon
suspended until 2016

‘MIT Strong’
team to race
in marathon

Collier remembrance

DU International dissolves chapter,
suspension to last until spring 2016

40 runners try to raise
$142,600 for the Sean
Collier Memorial Fund

Established 1881

By Austin Hess and Leon Lin
Editors

The Delta Upsilon International
Fraternity has suspended its MIT chapter until spring 2016, MIT announced
Wednesday. MIT has also withdrawn
recognition of the fraternity’s chapter
as an independent living group.
The suspension, effective immediately, follows “an investigation into
allegations of inappropriate behavior
during unsanctioned events over IAP,”
according to the press release from
MIT’s Division of Student Life.
The president of the Technology
Chapter did not return The Tech’s calls.
MIT’s Division of Student Life was unable to give more details about the suspension before press time.
“We support DU International’s
decision, and are disappointed in
the choices and circumstances that
led to the suspension of Technology
Chapter,” Chris Colombo, the dean for
student life, said in the Wednesday
statement. “If DU International seeks
to recolonize after the suspension,
we would be open to supporting their
efforts provided they meet certain
conditions.”
Justin Kirk, the executive director of

DU International, said in a statement
Thursday: “The actions and decisions
of these men were incongruent with
the mission and values of Delta Upsilon Fraternity. Our mission is to build
better men through our four founding
principles of Friendship, Character,
Culture, and Justice. Unfortunately,
this was not happening in our Technology Chapter.”
DU International’s investigation
followed a preliminary investigation
by MIT, which was prompted by an allegation reported to DSL, according to
Haldun Anil ’15, the president of MIT’s
Interfraternity Council.
Members of the Technology Chapter had met with investigators from DU
International and were aware of the investigation, Anil said.
“It was the national chapter making the decision, then informing MIT,
and then MIT supporting it, from the
emails I saw,” Anil added. “The IFC
was never involved in the judicial
processes.”
Anil said that according to an email
he had received, it was DSL’s policy to
respect the decisions of a fraternity’s
international organization.

By Tushar Kamath
News Editor
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Landon Y. Carter—The Tech

Hackers lit up the Green Building with a ribbon on
Tuesday night, in honor of the 1-year anniversary
of the Boston Marathon bombings and the death
of MIT Officer Sean Collier.
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Student groupsEstablished
to beta 1881
test new
controlled value card program

Thursday elections bring in a
new MIT Dormitory Council

McCormick resident becomes DormCon president

New value cards hope to solve students’ ‘ buying problem’
By William Navarre
Staff Reporter

The Undergraduate Association’s Controlled Value Card
committee is beginning beta
testing for its controlled value
cards program this semester.
By issuing the value cards,
which are pre-paid credit cards

MIT has backed its own team, MIT Strong,
to run the 2014 Boston Marathon in memory
of MIT Police Officer Sean Collier, who died in
violence following bombings at the 2013 marathon.The MIT Strong team is made up of 40 individuals, both affiliated and unaffiliated with
MIT. A diverse group composed of students,
faculty members, alumni, and facilities workers will be running the marathon on the team.
“We really only started with 25 people who
got numbers [qualifying spots] from MIT, from
the BAA [Boston Athletic Association]. And
other people joined the team when they got
numbers from another source,” stated Joseph
M. Azzarelli G, a graduate student in the chemistry department at MIT and member of the
team. According to member Sally A. Miller ’16,
“Basically, you had another 15 people join on
who were other people that thought, ‘Hey this
means something to me.’”
Along with running the marathon itself,
each team member of MIT Strong was suggested to raise $1,000 for the Sean A. Collier Me-

that charge against studentgroups’ accounts, the committee
hopes to solve what Assistant Director of Student Activities and
Finance Colin M. Codner calls
the ‘buying problem.’
“Currently, groups have to
front a bunch of money” for large
purchases, Codner told The Tech.
He explained that while groups

have other options, such as asking him to charge the expense
to his procurement card, those
options are not always feasible,
and student groups often resort
to fronting the money and filling
out a request for payment (RFP).
With the CVCs, “students [in stuCVC, Page 8

By Patricia Dominguez
and Bruno B.F. Faviero
Staff reporters

At last night’s MIT Dormitory
Council (DormCon) election meeting,
McCormick Hall President Chloe A.
Orphanides ’15 was elected DormCon
president, and MacGregor House
president Walter Menendez ’15 was
elected DormCon vice president. They
will be replacing outgoing president
Eli H. Ross ’14 and vice president Katherine J. Silvestre ’14.
The other officers-elect included:
treasurer Caitlin A. Heber ’16 (Simmons), risk management chair Allan
E. Sudan ’17 (East Campus), secretary
Jasmeet K. Arora ’17 (Senior House),
Judicial Committee chair Gaurav J.

In Short

A ceremony of remembrance for
Officer Sean Collier is taking place
today from 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in
MIT’s North Court, just East of the Stata Center. A webcast will be available
online:
http://webcast.amps.ms.mit.
edu/spr2014/Memorial/index.html.
Christopher A. Maynor—The Tech

The outside of Kresge was filled with upbeat music and cheers of encouragement as rowers
from student and independent living group teams worked to raise money for Amphibious
Achievement’s third annual Erg-A-Thon on Thursday. Amphibious Achievement raises money
for programs that combine aquatic instruction and college preparatory training for urban youth. This
year, $10,299 in donations were raised and over half a million meters were rowed by all teams.
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A picnic in honor of Officer Sean
Collier and a rally for the MIT Strong
team that will run in the Boston Marathon will take place today from 1 p.m.
to 2:30 p.m. The event will take place in
MIT’s North Court.

Singh ’15 (Random Hall), dining chairs
Cosmos Darwin ’15 (Simmons) and
Antonio Moreno ’15 (Next), and housing chairs Phoebe J. Whitwell ’15 and
Matthew J. Davis ’16 (New House),
who had originally been on the ballot
for the president position.
As DormCon president and vice
president, Orphanides and Menendez said one of their main goals is to
focus on working with the administration. During the candidacy speeches,
certain topics like the closing and demolition of Bexley (a recurring topic
through the night) and security changes came up as examples of breakdowns
in communication between students
and the administration. Menendez
DormCon, Page 15
Greek Week is next week. President
Reif will be delivering the opening address at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday at Kresge
Oval. All members of the MIT community are encouraged to attend. For
more information, visit https://www.
facebook.com/greek.olympian
Drop date is next Friday, April 24. Students should ensure that they have
dropped all classes they intended to
by then.
Send news information and tips to
news@tech.mit.edu.
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Bostonian weather took a
vigorous ascent from its frigid
March into spring-like conditions this early April, culminating at a high of 76°F (24°C) on
April 14, after a CPW of wonderful weather. Since the 14th,
it has taken a slight dip back
down, but today will be the last
day of that dip. Tomorrow, expect again highs breaking the
60s Fahrenheit, and a return to
partly cloudy skies and occa-

sional April showers.
Elsewhere in the United
States, it is now the midst of
tornado season. This year so
far appears to be a less active
season, with the strongest tornadoes observed so far being
EF2s on the Enhanced Fujita
scale, including tornadoes in
Missouri and North Carolina
that did inflict property damage. There is still a significant
portion of tornado season left
to go, though, so nature still
has plenty of room to change
its mind.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Cloudy and warming. High around 42°F/5°C. Winds
Northeast at 10 mph.
Tonight: Clearing. Low around 40°F/4°C. Winds Southwest
at 5 mph.
Tomorrow: Partly cloudy and windy. High around 61°F/16°C.
Winds West at 15-20 mph.
Sunday: Partly cloudy. High around 56°F/13°C.
Monday: Partly cloudy. High around 64°F/17°C.
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The research does not rule out the
possibility that Heartbleed was exploited before January. Because the
Heartbleed bug was first introduced
in March 2012, would-be attackers
would still have had 18 months to exploit the flaw. It also does not rule out
the possibility that the bug was used
in an attack beyond what Berkeley
Lab and the National Energy scientific computing center monitor.
The network traffic for both
Berkeley Lab and the scientific computing center touch thousands of
Internet systems and both facilities
had maintained comprehensive logs
going back a few months. Paxson
said that if there were widespread
scanning for the Heartbleed vulnerability, that would have been picked
up by those important Internet hubs.
On Tuesday, a 19-year-old man
was arrested in Canada on charges
that he had used the Heartbleed flaw
to steal taxpayer data from the Canada Revenue Agency.
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SAN FRANCISCO — Ever since
the Heartbleed bug was exposed
last week, the question everyone has
been asking is: Did anyone exploit it
before a Google researcher first discovered it?
The worry is that in the two years
since the bug was accidentally incorporated into OpenSSL — a crucial
piece of free security software used
by governments and companies
like the FBI and Google — attackers
could have exploited Heartbleed to
take sensitive information like passwords and the virtual keys used to
decipher any scrambled information
stored on a web server.
What’s more, they could have
done so without leaving evidence
detectable by the normal methods
used to track who has gained access
to a server.
But security researchers at the

W

Energy Department’s Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, which
conducts unclassified scientific research, say that it is still possible to
look for past Heartbleed exploitations by measuring the size of any
messages sent to the vulnerable
part of the OpenSSL code, called the
Heartbeat, and the size of the information request that hits a server.
For the past week, researchers
at the Berkeley National Laboratory
and the National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center, a separate supercomputer facility, have
been examining Internet traffic they
recorded going in and out of their
networks since the end of January,
looking for responses that would indicate a possible Heartbleed attack.
They found none, said Vern Paxson, a network researcher at Berkeley
Lab and associate professor of electrical engineering and computer science at the University of California,
Berkeley.

The New York Times
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One more day of
abnormal cold before
return to typical April
By Ray Hua Wu

By Nicole Perlroth
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they pay slave wages, they’ve actually
been closing down mom-and-pop
stores and Main Streets in towns all
over the state,” Krueger said.
Business leaders, however, were
sharply critical. Kathryn S. Wylde,
the president and chief executive officer of the Partnership for New York
City, said that the bill reflected a lack
of understanding of the economics
of running a franchise.
“They tend to be family-owned
businesses, and a small franchise
often doesn’t have the margins to
even support a family,” Wylde said.
“I think there may be a lack of understanding of how narrow the margins
are in these franchise businesses,
and I would like to see a study and
analysis with industry input, before
the legislators go off kind of halfcocked to legislate in an area where I
doubt they have the information they
need to write a sound bill.”
The bill draws inspiration from
a national movement by fast-food
workers to demand higher wages.
Last year, fast-food workers in many
cities organized one-day strikes to
call for a wage increase to $15 an
hour.

Study: no evidence of Heartbleed
attacks before bug was exposed

W

Wal-Mart announced Thursday that it would offer a new relatively low-fee service to let customers transfer money to each
other between Wal-Mart stores within the United States.
It is the company’s latest foray into financial services traditionally available at banks. It is aimed at people who have little
or no access to bank accounts, and at lower fees that likely will
undercut the competition.
“Wal-Mart-2-Wal-Mart leverages our existing footprint and
the large-scale systems that our company can bring to bear to
enable a low-cost service such as this,” said Daniel Eckert, senior
vice president of services for Wal-Mart United States.
The service adds to Wal-Mart’s array of financial products,
including credit cards, prepaid debit cards and check cashing,
many of which cater to people with access to few if any banking
services. That demographic, largely lower-income families, is
an important piece of Wal-Mart’s customer base, but the company has lost some ground recently because such shoppers have
turned increasingly to dollar stores.
More than 29 percent of households in the United States did
not have a savings account, and about 10 percent of households
did not have a checking account, according to a study sponsored
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. in 2011, which Eckert cited during a call with reporters and investors Thursday. In many
cases, people who are shut out of the traditional banking system
find themselves paying very high fees for transactions as simple
as cashing a check.
Wal-Mart said Thursday that its new services, especially for
larger money transfers, would be cheaper than the alternatives.
Transfers of up to $50 will cost $4.50 and transfers of up to $900
— the maximum customers can send in a day — will cost $9.50.
According to a fee estimator on Western Union’s website, sending
$900 within the United States could cost as much as $76.
While Wal-Mart-2-Wal-Mart is new, the retailer, the country’s
largest, already offered customers a way to transfer money in its
stores, through MoneyGram. MoneyGram does not have a $900
limit and allows international transfers.
Nonetheless, MoneyGram’s stock was down more than 15
percent in early afternoon trading. In its annual report, the company said that Wal-Mart accounted for 27 percent of its total fee
and investment revenue last year. Financial services make up a
relatively small portion of Wal-Mart’s overall revenue, and some
analysts said the Wal-Mart-2-Wal-Mart announcement could ultimately be more consequential for companies like MoneyGram
and Western Union than the retailer.
—Elizabeth A. Harris, The New York Times

wage rise to $9 an hour. This year,
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo, a Democrat, and legislative leaders quickly
shot down a proposal by Mayor Bill
de Blasio to let New York City set its
own minimum wage.
A spokesman for Sen. Dean G.
Skelos, R-Long Island, who shares
control of the Senate with Jeffrey D.
Klein, D-Bronx, said Skelos opposed
Squadron’s bill. Spokesmen for Cuomo, Klein and Assembly Speaker
Sheldon Silver all said they would
review it.
Squadron, who represents parts
of Brooklyn and lower Manhattan,
said that he also supported raising
the minimum wage, but that fastfood restaurants and big box stores
were in a particularly good position
to pay higher wages.
“These aren’t those small businesses that are just barely getting by,”
he said.
Krueger, a co-sponsor of the bill,
said that even if raising wages caused
big chain stores to raise prices, that
could help small businesses to compete with them.
“Because they so underprice everyone else in the world, because

NEW YORK — A group of Democratic lawmakers from New York City
on Wednesday announced a new
push to raise the minimum wage for
many low-paid workers, calling for a
$15-an-hour “fair wage” for employees of McDonald’s and Wal-Mart and
other businesses with yearly sales of
$50 million or more.
“We shouldn’t have the largest,
most profitable companies be the
ones that most squeeze their workers,” state Sen. Daniel L. Squadron
said at a news conference on the
steps of City Hall.
Squadron’s bill, whose backers include state Sen. Liz Krueger of
Manhattan and Assemblywoman
Nily Rozic of Queens, would also apply to chain stores and restaurants
with at least 11 locations nationwide,
including their franchisees, and
businesses involved with transportation like subcontractors at airports.
Manufacturers would be exempt.
The bill will face an uphill climb
in Albany, where the Legislature last
year approved letting the minimum
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Wal-Mart to offer customers
store-to-store money transfers

By Kate Taylor
The New York Times
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WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama on Thursday announced that 8 million people have signed up for health insurance under the Affordable Care Act and that 35 percent are under
the age of 35, countering the criticism that it would attract mainly
older and sicker people.
In detailing the numbers, the White House said 18- to 34-yearolds made up 28 percent of enrollees. The 35 percent number
included children who would typically be covered by a parent’s
policy.
Obama also said that millions of the enrollees had purchased
private insurance for the first time, strengthening the administration’s case that the new health law was expanding coverage, not
simply moving people from one insurance plan to another.
“This thing is working,” Obama said.
The president’s remarks, delivered in the White House briefing room, amounted to a second victory lap after he announced
two weeks ago that more than 7 million people had signed up for
insurance during the government’s first open enrollment period.
The administration extended the sign-up period for two
weeks, until the middle of April.
—Mark Landler, The New York Times

Lawmakers push to raise
wages at biggest chains
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Young adults push health care
enrollment above targets
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By Rick Gladstone
The New York Times

The United Nations appeared to
move a step closer on Thursday to
holding North Korea’s government
accountable for what an investigative panel has called a history of
crimes against humanity and egregious human rights abuses, as the
Security Council convened a special
session to hear the panel’s views on
what should be done.
It was the first time that the Security Council had taken up the question of human rights in North Korea,
the world’s most isolated country,
which is already under heavy international sanctions because of
its nuclear weapons and missile
activities.
Diplomats and rights activists
who were invited to attend the session, which was closed to the news
media, said they believed at least
10 of the 13 council members who
attended would be inclined to refer North Korean leaders to the
International Criminal Court at
The Hague, Netherlands, for prosecution — and, at the very least, to

debate such a decision. China and
Russia, veto-wielding members
of the council, did not attend, but
rights advocates said they were encouraged, nonetheless.
The Security Council session
came two months after the U.N. investigative panel, a three-member
commission led by a retired Australian judge, Michael D. Kirby, issued
a damning report about what it described as North Korea’s vast system
of slave-like prison camps and other
forms of state-sanctioned torture,
intimidation and repression.
The commission’s findings, after
a yearlong inquiry in which thousands of North Korean refugees and
others were interviewed outside the
country, led the U.N. Human Rights
Council in Geneva last month to
recommend some form of criminal
accountability for North Korean
leaders. Kirby’s panel was not permitted to enter North Korea.
Unlike the Human Rights Council, the Security Council has the
power to refer countries to the International Criminal Court, which was
established more than a decade ago.
Kirby, an outspoken jurist, told

Security Council members that “accountability is not optional” in the
case of North Korea, where he said
the rights abuses “exceed all others
in duration, intensity and horror,”
according to an account of his remarks provided by rights advocates
invited to attend the session.
Kirby also spoke later at a news
conference outside the Security
Council’s chambers.
“Enough is enough,” Kirby told
reporters. “The time has come for
the international community to insist on action.” Based on the questions the panelists fielded at the
session, he said, “the only real question I detected was what that action should exactly be and when it
should be taken.”
He estimated that 80,000 to
120,000 North Koreans toil in the
country’s prison camps, underfed
and overworked, many of them
held without any form of due process. “If ever there is to be a case for
referral of a matter to the International Criminal Court, it is difficult
to imagine a stronger case than has
been laid out in the case of North
Korea,” he said.

Study chides U.S. over loan
default by solar business
By Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Long before
the Energy Department lost $68
million on Abound Solar, a manufacturer that went bankrupt two
years ago, it should have known
that the company’s chance of repaying the loan it had guaranteed
was deteriorating, according to a
report by the department’s inspector general.
The damning report was issued
as the Obama administration prepared to offer as much as $8 billion
in additional loan guarantees.
The loan guarantee program
has been a magnet for criticism
since the failure of Solyndra in 2011;
that company took $528 million
in loans guaranteed by the Energy
Department.
The new report, released Thursday, focused on loan guarantees
extended to Abound Solar, which
was initially offered $400 million.
When the company missed several

production milestones, the department cut off the loan guarantees,
limiting the loss to taxpayers.
Solyndra failed mostly because
the market price for solar equipment collapsed as a surge of Chinese producers flooded the market.
That hit Abound too, but Abound
also had quality problems. Its solar
panels did not produce as much
electricity as they were supposed to,
and sometimes burst into flames.
According to the report, when
an internal board at the Energy
Department approved a loan guarantee in July 2010, the department
staff believed that if the company
failed, the government could still
recover 38 percent of its money in a
sale or liquidation. By the time the
loan closed, staff members had reduced that estimate to 8.3 percent
but did not tell the board, the audit
found.
As quality control problems
emerged — one customer returned
$2.2 million worth of panels and
others canceled orders — one out-

side engineer reported to the department that the problems could
be fixed, while an internal expert
recommended that the department
cut off the flow of loan money. The
department did not resolve the
conflicting opinions, and it continued the loan guarantees, the inspector general said.
The Energy Department agreed
that its process could be strengthened but disagreed with many of
the specific findings. A change in
the estimate of how much money
could be recovered if Abound defaulted did not raise the chance of
default, the agency said. And most
of the problems raised by the outside engineering consultant were,
in fact, answered by the department’s in-house solar expert, the
department said in a reply.
The loan guarantee program
was created in 2005 and signed into
law by President George W. Bush,
but no guarantees were actually issued until President Barack Obama
came into office.

Big labels take aim at Pandora on
royalties
By Ben Sisario
The New York Times

NEW YORK — The music industry has opened a new front in its
war against Pandora Media: royalties for songs made before 1972.
On Thursday, several major record companies filed a lawsuit in
New York state Supreme Court in
Manhattan, accusing Pandora of
violating the state’s common-law
copyright protections by using recordings of older songs without
permission. Along with a string of
cases filed last year against Sirius
XM Radio, the suit highlights an
obscure legal issue that has come
to the fore with the rise of streaming music online: that recordings
made before Feb. 15, 1972, are not
subject to federal copyright protection and may be missing out
on tens of millions of dollars in
royalties, according to industry
estimates.
In the suit, the three big la-

bels, Sony, Universal and Warner
Music, along with ABKCO, an independent label that controls the
rights to many early songs by the
Rolling Stones, accuse Pandora of
playing old songs without licenses. Like the suits last year against
Sirius XM — the band the Turtles
(“Happy Together”) acted first,
with a $100 million class-action
suit, and the labels followed with
their own complaint — the case argues that even though songs from
before 1972 are not under federal
copyright, Pandora should have to
get permission to use them under
state law.
“This case presents a classic attempt by Pandora to reap where it
has not sown,” the labels say in the
suit. “Pandora appropriates plaintiffs’ valuable and unique property,
violates New York law and engages
in common law copyright infringement and misappropriation and
unfair competition.”
María Elena Holly, the widow

of Buddy Holly, said in a statement
circulated by the Recording Industry Association of America, which
coordinated the suit: “Just because
Buddy and the other ‘50s musicians recorded songs before 1972
doesn’t mean their songs have no
value. These companies’ failure to
pay the rock ‘n’ roll pioneers is an
injustice and it needs to change.”
The suit includes a long appendix of songs by major acts from the
1940s to the early ‘70s like the Beatles, Hank Williams, Aretha Franklin, Bob Dylan, James Brown and
the Rolling Stones.
A Pandora representative said
the company was confident in its
legal position and looked forward
to a quick resolution of the matter.
Under federal copyright law,
online and satellite radio services
like Pandora and Sirius XM must
get licenses to use recordings made
after 1972, so both companies pay
hundreds of millions of dollars for
these recordings.

In a switch, some campaign ads
press the positive
WASHINGTON — Outside political groups, long known for
their darkly negative advertisements, are trying something new
this campaign season: a pivot to the positive.
Some of the best-known super PACs — like Americans for
Prosperity, which is backed by conservative billionaires David H.
and Charles G. Koch — are making an effort to also cast their candidates in an appealing way instead of solely attacking opponents.
This year, 16 percent of Americans for Prosperity’s spots have been
positive; in 2012, the group did not run a single one.
The shift is the product of several factors — the renewed hope
that positive commercials can break through the advertising clutter; lessons of the 2012 presidential race, when Mitt Romney and
outside Republican groups largely failed to offer an alternate message to an onslaught of negative spots; and the increasing prevalence of stock footage made public by campaigns that makes producing positive ads a bit easier.
By one group’s estimate, 29 percent of the spots by Karl Rove’s
American Crossroads and Crossroads GPS, its affiliated nonprofit
group, have had a positive spin this year; at the same point in 2012,
the group had run no positive spots, and during the entire previous cycle, the group produced only three positive ads.
In all, 29 percent of the total spots by outside groups have been
positive this election cycle, compared with the 20 percent that
carried a positive message at the same point in 2012, according to
Kantar Media/CMAG, which tracks every political ad on broadcast
or national cable television.
Super PACs are not totally rewriting their campaign playbooks.
Negative advertising works, and after the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision in 2010, which paved the way for unlimited
spending by outside groups, they have largely considered themselves masters of the dark arts, preferring to leave the positive
messages to the candidates themselves.
But with a historic barrage of outside groups’ money pouring
into crucial states and districts across the country, the all-negative, all-the-time approach seems to be changing, especially during the early months of campaign season.
“Super PACs can do positive ads to counter the negative ads
that are being run by other super PACs,” said Fred Wertheimer,
president of Democracy 21, a campaign finance watchdog group.
“Positive ads by outside spending groups may well be run to counter the impact of all that negativity.”
“This is an arms race,” he added, “and people have to respond.”
—Ashley Parker, The New York Times

Taxi driver charged in $28,000
toll fraud
NEW YORK — Back and forth the driver went. A thousand
times over the Robert F. Kennedy Bridge. Three thousand trips
through the Queens-Midtown Tunnel. Each time without paying
a toll. It might sound like the fever dream of a New York City car
commuter.
It was, the authorities said, the reality for one taxi driver who
for nearly two years sneaked through toll plazas by “piggybacking” on the driver in front of him and pocketing payments totaling
more than $28,000.
Queens prosecutors on Thursday charged the driver, Rodolfo
Sanchez, 69, with grand larceny, theft of service and criminal possession of stolen property for a scheme that began in August 2012
and ended Wednesday at 3:40 p.m. It is not a new way to get something for nothing, the authorities said, but no single driver appeared to have ever been caught making quite so many free trips.
“This type of behavior is egregiously unfair to the millions of
honest motorists who pay tolls every day,” Donald Look, the chief
of security for the Metropolitan Transportation Authority Bridges
and Tunnels, said in a statement.
Sanchez said he got the idea, according to prosecutors, by
watching other drivers doing the same trick: tailgating a car and
slipping through the tollbooth before the barrier came back down.
From that point, Sanchez told investigators, he was “able to cross
without making toll payments,” according to the complaint.
The Metropolitan Transportation Authority, which manages
both crossings and conducted the investigation into Sanchez, declined to discuss how many New Yorkers try to beat the toll in this
way — the equivalent of squeezing into a subway turnstile with
an unsuspecting paying rider. “We certainly don’t want to encourage people to do this,” said Judie Glave, a spokeswoman for the
authority.
“I needed the money for my family,” he is said to have told
investigators.
—J. David Goodman, The New York Times

Move to ban recalled GM cars
from roads is denied
General Motors won a significant round Thursday in the escalating legal battles over its handling of a defective ignition switch
in millions of its small cars, avoiding an order that would have effectively taken the cars off the road.
The ruling came in a lawsuit filed by Charles and Grace Silvas
over compensation for the lost value of their 2006 Chevrolet Cobalt, which was recalled along with 2.6 million other cars that have
a faulty switch.
The plaintiffs asked Judge Nelva Gonzales Ramos of U.S. District Court in Corpus Christi, Texas, to force GM to instruct owners
not to drive the cars until they were repaired. But the judge denied
the motion, saying the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the federal agency that regulates the nation’s roadways,
had primary jurisdiction over the issue.
“The court is of the opinion that NHTSA is far better equipped
than this court to address the broad and complex issues of automotive safety and the regulation of automotive companies in connection with a nationwide recall,” Ramos wrote.
GM had vigorously fought the motion for a so-called Park It
Now alert, saying it was unnecessary and would “confuse consumers and result in regulatory chaos.”
—Hilary Stout, The New York Times
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S3 and sexual assault response
I am responding to the article in the April 15 issue of The Tech
by Anonymous, entitled “Punting sexual assault response.” On
behalf of all the deans in Student Support Services (S3), I am very
sorry that this student’s experience with our office was not a positive one. No one should ever have to experience sexual assault, but
if you do, our goal is to do our best to help you get what you need
from S3 or other resources on campus. When we make referrals to
other offices, we are trying to get you connected to the right person
as fast as possible. To be clear, students should absolutely have
the choice to talk to their advisors and should also have the choice
about whether to visit VPR (Violence Prevention and Response) or
any other resource on campus. We are always striving to improve
our services, and the reporting of Anonymous’ experience will be
reviewed so we can take steps to improve how we communicate
with students.
Although it may not have been communicated as effectively as
possible, I think some of what the dean might have been trying to
address were new procedures put in place related to sexual assault,
Title IX, and the passage of the Campus SaVE Act. These procedures are not unique to S3 or even MIT, and are designed to ensure
a safe college environment. All faculty and staff, if they learn about
a sexual assault connected to MIT, are required to report it to the
Title IX office. In fact, the only people on campus who are not
required to report are those in MIT Medical (including VPR) and
the Chaplains. If a representative from the Title IX office contacts
you as a result of one of these reports, it is absolutely your decision
about whether or not you speak to her or share any additional
information.
As you probably know, President Reif has charged Chancellor
Barnhart with “making the subject of sexual assault a priority.” We
will learn a lot from what she discovers through conversations with
students, faculty, and staff and through more formal assessments.
MIT intends to be a leader in addressing sexual assault and harassment on college campuses.
I want to remind all students of the resources on campus. MIT
Medical, Mental Health and Counseling, and VPR are confidential
resources for students who are victims of sexual assault or have
concerns about a friend. Our colleagues in VPR are incredibly dedicated professionals and staff a hotline that you can reach 24 hours
a day by calling 617-253-2300. MIT Mental Health and Counseling
has walk in hours every weekday between 2 and 4pm, and there is
a clinician on call 24-hours per day (617-253-4481). The Chaplains
are also available for confidential conversations. Students should
also feel free to speak with their advisor, dean in Student Support
Services, housemaster, RLAD, GRT, RA, academic administrator, or

anyone else they feel comfortable with on campus. If it is not made
clear at the start of the conversation, it would be a good idea for
any student to clarify the reporting obligations of the person with
whom you are speaking to avoid confusion. Faculty and staff also
need to be mindful of proactively communicating their reporting
obligations in sensitive and thoughtful ways.
Please refer to the website, Preventing and Addressing Sexual
Misconduct at MIT (http://sexualmisconduct.mit.edu) for up-todate information about the resources available at MIT. If you have
questions about Title IX, please email the Title IX office at TitleIX@
mit.edu. If you have additional feedback for S3, please feel free to
be in touch with me directly at drandall@mit.edu.
David Randall, Associate Dean and Head of Student Support
Services

Hacking and the Institute
I would like to comment on last week’s opinion article entitled
“The corporate hack.” I feel that the author had a few misconceptions about the Tetris lights in Building 54, the IHTFP hack gallery,
and the general status of hacking at the Institute.
Like Nathaniel, I am a member of the EAPS department (class
of 2011 and researcher post-graduation). I have also done a lot of
research about the hacking culture at MIT because of my involvement writing the musical Hack, Punt, Tool.
Nathaniel seems to misunderstand who actually constructed
and controls the Building 54 light display. Take a look at The Tech
article that was published May 1st, 2012 about the lights. (http://
tech.mit.edu/V132/N22/tetris.html)
Hackers spent years engineering the display, and now anyone
can write code to be put on the building because it’s open source.
The hackers vet the code to make sure everything is fine, but
what’s displayed is always a surprise to everyone when it activates,
even the admins. This takes a lot of support and trust from the
EAPS department, but ultimately it’s the hackers who chose when
and what to display.
Similarly, the IHTFP gallery is run by current students and
alums. It is not officially part of the MIT administration or admissions office.
Additionally, unlike the CalTech “prankers” featured in the
same issue of The Tech, MIT hackers do not have any official funding. They have to work together and Macgyver what they can in
order to fund their own projects.
The hacking spirit at MIT has always been what Nathaniel
urged it to be (“subversive, clever, creative, and completely unsupervised”), including now. And I, like Nathaniel, am excited to see
what seemingly impossible creation hackers will engineer next!
Rachel A. Bowens-Rubin ’11
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Corrections
In a review of The Unknown Known in the April 15 issue of
The Tech, Robert McNamara and Donald Rumsfeld were incor-

OPINION POLICY
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are
written by the Editorial Board, which consists of Chairman
Annia Pan, Editor in Chief Austin Hess, Managing Editor Judy
Hsiang, and Opinion Editor Jacob London.
Dissents are the signed opinions of editorial board
members choosing to publish their disagreement with the
editorial.
Letters to the editor, columns, and editorial cartoons are
written by individuals and represent the opinion of the author,
not necessarily that of the newspaper. Electronic submissions
are encouraged and should be sent to letters@tech.mit.edu.
Hard copy submissions should be addressed to The Tech,
P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, or sent by
interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. All submissions
are due by 4:30 p.m. two days before the date of publication.
Letters, columns, and cartoons must bear the authors’
signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters
will not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or
condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority.

rectly listed as having served as Secretary of State. Both served
as Secretary of Defense.
An article about the committee on discipline in the same issue misspelled the name of the senior associate dean for graduate students. It is Blanche E. Staton, not Stanton.

Once submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and
will not be returned. Letters, columns, and cartoons may also
be posted on The Tech’s Web site and/or printed or published
in any other format or medium now known or later that
becomes known. The Tech makes no commitment to publish
all the letters received.
Guest columns are opinion articles submitted by members
of the MIT or local community.

TO REACH US
The Tech’s telephone number is (617) 253-1541. Email is the
easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure
whom to contact, send mail to general@tech.mit.edu, and it
will be directed to the appropriate person. You can reach the
editor in chief by emailing eic@tech.mit.edu. Please send press
releases, requests for coverage, and information about errors
that call for correction to news@tech.mit.edu. Letters to the
editor should be sent to letters@tech.mit.edu. The Tech can be
found on the World Wide Web at http://tech.mit.edu.
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The case for removing official prayer from MIT’s graduation ceremony
By Aaron Scheinberg
Did you know that at your graduation, you
will be asked to pray to a god, whether you
believe in one or not? Chances are that you
didn’t, and that’s the peculiar thing about
graduation — you don’t know anything
about it until it’s over, and after that you’d be
hard-pressed to care. Now, you may recognize there are bigger problems out there, and
ask, “Who cares about some words?”
I agree that this is a small concern. But it
irks me when such a trivial problem has an
equally trivial and amenable solution, and
when slights, however minor, could be so
easily corrected but are not.

sincere intellectual struggle. Except that like
most students, he didn’t know about it in advance. And for what?
A graduation prayer is an exclusive ceremony directed toward those who believe in a
god — some 40 percent of the student body,
according to the 2012 survey by The Tech (although about 20 percent stated neither belief nor lack thereof ). The rest of graduation
is broadly accessible and intended to have
meaning for all students.
In the 2013 convocation prayer, Chaplain
Bob Randolph invoked “God of Abraham,
Jesus, and Mohammed” to include religious minorities. After all, imagine you are
a Christian. Something might not sit well if

If the administration wants to accommodate
everyone, it should minimize exclusion, not average
presumed personal preferences.
Last graduation, a friend expressed his
distaste and frustration to me regarding the
prayer. Like many students, he overcame
tremendous odds to arrive and succeed at
MIT. Distanced from the religious pressure
of his community back home, he eventually left religion entirely — a transition he
viewed with pride, as another accomplishment facilitated by the intellectually open
atmosphere of MIT.
This is not atypical — 28 percent of seniors surveyed by The Tech expressed that
they had lost or diminished their religious
faith during their time here. For him and
for many students, graduation was perhaps
the most significant life milestone up until
then. The ceremony is meant to celebrate
everyone’s perseverance, accomplishment,
growth, and bright future. And yet in order to
attend this ceremony, he had to accept that
he would be asked to go against his convictions by praying to a god and subject himself to the invocation of a belief system from
which he had proudly divorced himself after

you were asked, at an event whose purpose
is to mark an important personal milestone,
to pray to Allah. Now, you wouldn’t make a
fuss — it only lasted a minute, you tuned it
out — but something would certainly feel inappropriate. It would be excluding you.
Abraham and Mohammed were mentioned so that the approximately three percent and two percent of the MIT population
that practice theistic Judaism and Islam,
respectively, would feel included, and I support that intention. But why bother including these groups if you are excluding the 40
percent of MIT students who do not believe
in gods at all?
We rightly feel instant sympathy for religious minorities who might have to stand
around awkwardly while a Christian ceremony is inserted into their graduation, but
it somehow feels acceptable to make nonbelievers do the same. Why is it necessary to
avoid subjecting disciples of other religions
to Christianity, but atheists just have to
tough it out? Meanwhile, the prayer’s mes-

sage is always universal — wishing well toward humanity, wishing us wisdom, resolve,
and other virtues. It would be so easy — embarrassingly easy — to extend that message
to 100 percent of students by simply not invoking religion.
Before MIT, I attended the University
of Texas. Although open nonbelievers are
a small minority there, no official UT ceremonies feature a prayer. Now, you and I
both know why — public institutions cannot endorse a religion thanks to our First
Amendment. Federal courts have long ruled
that prayer at graduation constitutes an endorsement of religion. So by legal standards,
leading an official prayer to God at graduation means that MIT is endorsing theism. It’s
free to do that, but I wonder who desires it.
MIT is an established safe haven for ideas
and spirited discussion, and I doubt anyone
feels it’s appropriate for it to adopt an official
position on religious truth.
Of course, my first thought was, “Why
remove a tradition when it’s not hurting
anybody?” But based on the above consideration, damage is done. I often defend the
importance of tradition. It links us to one
another and to the same moment in years,
decades, and centuries past. But what does
this graduation prayer provide? You only do
it once. No one seems aware in advance that
it will happen, so no students would note its
absence.
Standing at graduation, I will feel a connection to all the past MIT graduates in
whose footsteps I follow. But is it the prayer
that facilitates that connection? Maybe
I’ll feel solidarity with those who found it
equally distasteful but were resigned to its
continuation because it wasn’t worth challenging. Sometimes traditions should end,
and I believe this tradition of exclusion has
run its course.
Another objection is that some people
would like the ceremony to be less religious
while others would like it to be more reli-

gious, and it is the administration’s duty to
find a happy medium. But how many students, accustomed to the pluralism and mutual respect of MIT, really feel it is right and
important to inject their own religion into a
ceremony that is supposed to bear deep significance for all their nonreligious peers as
well?

Sometimes traditions
should end, and I
believe this tradition
of exclusion has run its
course.
If the administration wants to accommodate everyone, it should minimize exclusion, not average presumed personal preferences. Simply not mentioning God would
exclude no one. Choosing neutrality would
just be like all the other days when MIT
doesn’t endorse a religion. If religious students would like an additional ceremony to
celebrate graduation in a distinctly theistic
way, that can happen separately. The main
ceremony, however, is a banner of our entire
community’s values. Let us not so needlessly
inflict hypocrisy on the Institute’s dedication
to inclusivity.
The Founding Fathers wisely disconnected government from religion to keep the latter from acting as a divisive force. Likewise,
graduation should be a great celebration of
unity among MIT students — a celebration
not just of our individual accomplishments,
but also of our collaboration, commiseration, and common values. The ceremony
should unite us. Every segment and speaker
in it should make an effort to ensure the ceremony belongs to each and every one of us.
Aaron Scheinberg is a graduate student
in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Sciences. He can be reached at
worldmap@mit.edu.

Have something to say?
Write opinion for The Tech!
opinion@tech.mit.edu
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[1356] Orbital Mechanics

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

To be fair, my job at NASA was working on robots and didn’t actually involve any orbital mechanics. The small positive slope
over that period is because it turns out that if you hang around at NASA, you get in a lot of conversations about space.
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Solution, page 14

Solution, page 14

2
8

7
8

2 1
4 6 9
7
3
2 7
9
5

4
7
7 3
3
9
2 9 5
7 8
1
2
9
1

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

6×

2×

30×

48×

6

6+

21+

8×

16+

6×

10×

12×

40×

3

3×

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Means of Support by Gail Grabowski
Solution, page 14

ACROSS
1 Vampire’s tooth
5 Armed conflict
8 Employee’s end-of-week
shout
12 Aroma
13 Grain-storage building
14 Pan-fry
15 Repetitive learning method
16 Not too many
17 Job offerer
18 Daily newspaper feature
21 Informal eatery
24 Family room
25 Environmentally friendly
prefix
26 Tehran’s nation
29 Soup legume
34 Discontinue
36 Turnpike charge
38 Top-notch
39 Military scout’s position
42 Speck of dust
43 Creative notion
44 Author Joyce Carol __

45 Moses’ Bible book
47 Dull in color
49 Sphere
50 Plop into a chair
52 Reduce in rank
54 What a compass needle
points to
60 Mistake
61 “Guided” vacation
62 Atlas pages
66 Acts as a guide
67 Doily fabric
68 Cleveland’s state
69 Scottish caps
70 Moose relative
71 Hourglass filler
DOWN
1 In favor of
2 “Without further __ . . .”
3 Forget-me-__
4 “Wonderful!”
5 Internet hotspot service
6 Baldwin of 30 Rock

7 Employed oars
8 What a dog wags
9 Wise mentor
10 Agenda listing
11 Flowerless plant
13 Enjoy greatly
14 Glistened
19 Not as wet
20 Large stringed instrument
21 Turn into eventually
22 Refrigerator’s ancestor
23 In order that one may
27 Ever so slightly
28 Made mention of
30 California wine valley
31 Tastelessly overdone
32 Letter enclosure
33 Leaves alone
35 Sunflower edible
37 Untruthful person
40 Pay a call on
41 __ Peace Prize
46 Computer operators
48 Really like
51 Name of a book

53 Office messages
54 Thaw
55 General vicinity
56 Metric weight
57 Head-moving assents

58 Old-time furnace fuel
59 Hockey disk
63 “Now I understand!”
64 Bowler’s target
65 Pre-grown lawn material

F

by Jorge Cham
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The MIT Press Bookstore’s

LOADING DOCK
SALE of the DECADE
Saturday, April 26th, 10am-6pm
“No Book Dealers” Day*

Sunday, April 27th, 10am-6pm
“Open to All” Day
An unprecendented selection this year due to our office relocation...
TONS and TONS of MIT Press books and journals UP TO 95% OFF!
Other publishers too!
*some special admission rules apply, check the website for details:
http://web.mit.edu/bookstore/www/events/

The MIT Press Bookstore

292 Main Street, Cambridge
(617) 253-5249, books@mit.edu

“a feeding frenzy for the brain!”
Coop Student Board of Directors

Election Update
The following student Coop members are candidates for the
Board of Directors for the 2014–2015 academic year.

com

.t
www

op.
heco

MIT Undergraduate Students:
Emma Kane, 2015
David McClelland, 2015
Eric Ruleman, 2016
Victoria Stivanello, 2016
MIT Graduate Students:
Laura Diamond, MBA, 2015
Harvard Undergraduate Students:
Hunter Fortney, 2015
Monika Lutz, 2015
Irfan Mahmud, 2016
Vincent Ong, 2017
Neil Purdy, 2017
Madeleine Smith, 2016
Peter Wu, 2016
Harvard Graduate Students:
Payal Agrawal Divakaran, MBA, 2015
Oliver Hauser, PhD, 2016

Voting Deadline is
Thursday, April 24

Cards aim to lower
hassle for students
New system cannot be used for
alcohol, sales tax, or travel costs
CVC, from Page 1
dent groups] don’t have to worry
about fronting the money,” he said.
The committee used a lottery to
select 26 of the 47 groups that applied to be a part of the beta test.
“The number of groups within
each type of group… was predetermined,” said Cory D. Hernandez
’14, UA Treasurer and co-chairman
of the CVC committee. Club sport
groups, dorms, Finboard-funded
groups, organizations funded by
the Graduate Student Council, student governments, and unfunded
groups are all part of the testing
set.

While there is a
learning curve,
most mistakes, are
unlikely to happen
more than once.
The beta test, which came after a
19-group alpha test that took place
last fall, is designed to determine
the effects of increased CVC transactions on the SAO’s workload and
give the committee a chance to test
out the CVC application process,
Hernandez told The Tech.
Hernandez noted in an email
that five of the 19 groups in the alpha test will not participate in the
beta test; one had been removed
from the alpha test due to “misuse
of the card,” and four were not included because they had not used
the card at all.
Hernandez explained the rules
regarding CVCs in an email to The
Tech: only one member of each
group may be a cardholder; the cardholder must attend a training session
with Codner; and the card may not
be used to buy alcohol, pay sales taxes, or cover travel expenses. He added that cardholders must provide the
Student Activities Office (SAO) with
original receipts within ten days.
“Any procurement process has
both a paper side and electronic
side,” Codner explained. “The
students are still required to do
the paper side,” he said. But with
the CVCs, “they’re not scanning
receipts or uploading anything.”
Unlike with RFPs, expenses do not
have to be forwarded to a treasurer
electronically before the treasurer
forwards them to the SAO, he said.
Nor does the cardholder have to
personally deliver the receipts to
the SAO — they may mail them
across campus using free inter-de-

partmental mail or have another
person deliver them.
Codner and Hernandez both
stressed that travel expenses consist of any purchases made while
on a trip, including things like
food. For large travel expenses,
“Colin has a procurement card;
some groups use it to book hotels
or purchase airline tickets,” Hernandez said in an interview.
Codner said that travel expenses charged to the CVC, and
charges for which the student
does not provide a receipt within
26 days, are charged to the SWEPT
account that lists unverifiable expense, which creates an audit liability. Codner said that if sales tax
is charged by mistake, the retailer
or restaurant will often refund
it. When that is not possible, the
sales tax is considered an unallowable expense. The Institute
considers both audit liabilities
and unallowable expenses when
deciding whether to continue issuing the group a CVC, he said.
In extreme cases, the card could
be revoked. Codner stressed that
“the [most common] reason things
were SWEPT was delayed turning
in of receipts as opposed to other
situations.”
Turner Bohlen, the other cochairman on the CVC committee,
said that while there is a learning
curve, most mistakes, such as accidentally charging a travel expense,
are unlikely to happen more than
once.
Hernandez said that 68 percent
of the money charged against the
CVCs during the alpha test was for
food, and 25 percent was for Amazon purchases. Codner explained
that it is not reasonable to compare the number of transactions,
because Amazon bills the card
only after an item has shipped,
meaning that a single multi-item
purchase on Amazon is likely to
show up as several transactions.
Codner said that the CVCs
don’t seem to create much additional work for the SAO, given that
their verification process is less
work intensive than the labor for
RFPs. This is counterbalanced by
the additional volume due to the
way Amazon bills the CVCs.
Reflecting on future plans for
the CVC rollout, Hernandez said
that the committee would like to
issue multiple cards to groups.
Some groups that host “multiple large events,” he explained,
would appreciate “a card for each
director.”

A random sampling of people you’ll meet
during a typical dinner at The Tech:
Derek, Course 1
Sarah, Course 2
Annia, Course 3
Dohyun, Course 4
Will, Course 5

Austin, Course 8
Ian, Course 9
Joyce, Course 10
Sara, Course 11
Vince, Course 12

Deborah, Course 6 Anthony, Course 14
Kali, Course 7

Maggie, Course 15

Chris, Course 16
Anne, Course 17
Leon, Course 18
Jack, Course 19
Stan, Course 20
Stephen, 21/CMS
Keith, Course 22

Meet your new pset support group

Established 1881

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541
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MIT ASSOCIATION OF TAIWANESE STUDENTS:

STRAIT TO TAIWAN
bringing stata a big taste of taiwan

stata center 1st floor
10am to 3pm/sellout

a taiwanese daymarket. buy authentic, homemade food!
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Landon Y. Carter—The Tech

Jenny J. Wei ‘15 performs in MIT Dramashop’s production of The Pillowman, written by Martin
Mcdonagh and directed by Janet Sonenberg, during the dress rehearsal last Wednesday, April 9.

Can you beat this drawing?

Join Illustrators at The Tech!
E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

Ryan J. Fish

Students of Next House designed and built a 100-foot zip-line for CPW in the Next House courtyard. Riders of the zip-line included prefrosh and undergrads, as well as Chris Colombo, the Dean of
Student Life and Next House’s Housemaster.
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Crime never sounded so posh
Stylish, darkly comedic gangster tale

By Aleksandra Stankovic
Dom Hemingway, written and directed
by Richard Shepard, stars Jude Law as the
title character, a career criminal on parole
after 12 years in prison. Dom is vengefully determined to claim what he thinks
is rightfully his, and heads to the grand
French villa of a powerful crime boss
(Demián Bichir), hoping for a big payday
as remuneration for his years of silence

while in prison. Along the way, Dom gets
himself in and out of trouble — most of
it comical and amusingly mischievous,
some of it brutal and truly menacing, and
almost all of it involving copious amounts
of drink and drugs — before turning his efforts to a reconciliation with his estranged
daughter, and perhaps, a slim chance at
redemption.
The performance, which Law attacks
with ferocity, is operatic in magnitude,
simultaneously shocking, magnetic, sym-

HHHH✩
Dom Hemingway
Directed by Richard
Shepard
Starring Jude Law, Richard
E. Grant, and Demián Bichir
Rated R
Now Playing
Dom’s loyal best friend.
What these films all have in common
with Dom Hemingway is that they all ultimately meditate on the same anxiety by
pointing to the precariousness of maintaining restraint, civility, and social order
in modern-day England.
The narrative positions itself at this
tenuous divide between chaos and order,
and then just sort of sits there laughing.
Whether you do too rests on your ability
to accept Dom for all his improbable contradictions and care about the things he
does. If you can, you’ll have a great time
like I did. If not, the film will buckle under the strain of its jarring tonal shifts as
Dom’s pursuits turn from the unabashedly reckless to the serious, and the stark
realism of grey urban London replaces the
manic Technicolor opening sequences.
Either way, the visual and verbal sugarrush may leave you dizzied and dazed,
overwhelmed beyond satisfaction yet
somehow still hungry for something a bit
more substantive.

EXHIBIT REVIEW

Colors in all their glory

Quilts and Color exhibit is an unexpected treat
Quilts and Color:
The Pilgrim/Roy
Collection
Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston
On display until July 27
Free with MIT ID
By Chennah Heroor
Arts editor

Are quilts fine art or folk art? The exhibit
Quilts and Color, currently on display at the
Museum of Fine Arts, invites viewers to answer the question for themselves.
Unlike many traditional artistic forms,
such as paintings or sculptures, quilts are
highly utilitarian. In fact, many of the quilts
were created by Amish and Mennonite
women for use by their families. But even
the simplest of quilts on display should be
considered works of fine art.
The first quilt in the exhibit features a relatively simple “Carpenter’s Wheel Pattern,”
consisting of a tessellation of rhomboids,
squares, and triangles. But upon closer inspection, the basic pattern is overlaid with
intricate stitching. The stitches holding
the decorative cover, batting, and backing formed delicate flowers and concentric
ovals, evoking the shape of vibrations on
water.
The quilt was composed of red- and
green-hued squares of the same intensity,
creating the effect of “vibration,” which occurs when complementary colors (such as
red and green) on the color wheel cannot be
distinguished by our eyes, causing the fabric
to appear to pulse or vibrate. This effect was
softened by the inclusion of orange squares,
since orange is analogous or adjacent to red
on the color wheel.
Vibration is actually a complex color effect, and other quilts throughout this exhibit
featured similarly complex color schemes.
Even more astonishing is the fact the quiltmakers did not have the advanced training
of painters. They combined these colors

instinctively to amazing effects. Their techniques predate much of color theory, as well
as modern art’s exploration of colors in the
mid-twentieth century.
These masterpieces, however, could not
employ the range of colors at the disposal of
painters. The makers were limited to the fabrics that they could buy or make, and their
pieces must have required even more planning to create. Even with these limitations,
or perhaps because of these limitations, the
quilters works are simply breathtaking.
The exhibit was structured around major
designs and color theoretic themes, including gradations, vibrations, mixtures, harmony, contrast, optical illusions, variations,
and singular visions. The organization of the
gallery around the themes highlighted contemporary art that formalized the quilters’
instincts.
As with any work of art, you need to view
the quilt up close to appreciate the fine
stitching and at a distance to truly appreciate its artistic effect. The combinations of the
colors is surprising and beautiful, evoking
the names of the pieces, such as “Sunshine
and Shadow” and “Field of Diamonds.”
According to Gerald E. Roy, one of the
exhibit’s collectors, “Quiltmaking offered an
artistic voice to those who might have otherwise remained silent.” The exhibit preserved
unique and often overlooked works. The exhibit’s focus on Mennonite and Amish quilts,
as well as less-explicitly religious quilts, certainly opened the exhibit to other voices.
It was interesting to examine the contrasts between quilts — where Mennonite
and Amish quilts were more restrained, with
simpler patterns and more muted colors,
other quilts derived inspiration from everyday life and used a wider variety of fabrics in
surprising and sublime combinations. The
note on one of the quilts even states that the
Amish quilter had to obtain permission from
her bishop to use printed fabrics!
The exhibit is particularly striking for
its focus on a female-dominated art. While
many of the quilts are not attributed to an
artist, and there is little information available
about the named artists, these quilts — particularly the less ornate quilts at the beginning of the exhibit — offer a small window
into the lives of these women and their art
within the bounds of a much stricter time.

Courtesy of Museum of Fine Arts, BoSTON

Field of Diamonds Quilt; American (about 1860); pieced wool plain weave and twill
(some printed); glazed cotton plain weave back, wool plain weave binding; quilted.
Height x width: 226.1 x 194.9 cm (89 x 76 3/4 in.); Pilgrim/Roy Collection.

Courtesy of museum of fine arts, Boston

Log Cabin, Barn Raising Variation Quilt, attributed to Mrs. Herrick (American); American, Massachusetts, 1879; foundation pieced top of cotton and silk in variety of structures including silk velvet with silk embroidery, silk plain weave; backing quilted to
unknown material; height x width: 191.8 x 190.5 cm (75 1/2 x 75 in.); Pilgrim/Roy Collection.
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Courtesy of fox searchlight pictures

Jude Law stars in Richard Shepard’s black comedy Dom Hemingway.

pathetic, and entirely repulsive. Dom may
be a low-life, but within the story, he is an
antihero of Shakespearean proportions,
as if all order in the great chain of being
hinges on the outcome of his story.
And yet the film’s theatricality remains
ambiguous enough that you’re never quite
sure whether you’re watching a comedy
of errors or a Greek tragedy. While the
plot moves on and supporting characters
come and go, the title character comprises
the core of the film.
A lot of the movie — even the language
— is heavily stylized, and Dom’s vocabulary and nimble wordplay are so uncharacteristic of a hapless two-bit safecracker
as to mark him as something extraordinary. The dialogue doesn’t ring false, but
appreciating it requires accepting that the
verbal exchanges are as much an aesthetic
dimension of the movie as the outrageous,
and very effective, set design.
The words themselves, rather than
their content, are the focus. Humor,
shock, rage, and elation flow through the
cacophonous, frenzied pacing of Dom’s
erudite monologues, which Law delivers
with dexterity and commitment.
Yet despite his unique quirks, Dom
seems immediately familiar. He indeed
is something of an mélange of characters
you’ve seen before. While the film does
not explicitly cite its inspirations, the
title character owes a lot to his English
cinematic predecessors, including Guy
Ritchie’s gangsters (in films like Snatch
and RocknRolla); Tom Hardy’s incarnation of “the most violent prisoner in Britain” in the spectacular Bronson; and tragicomic failures from irreverent classics like
Withnail and I, a connection embodied by
the casting of Richard E. Grant as Dickie,

Arts Arts Arts Arts

Movie review
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ONE OF THE LARGEST STUDENT-RUN DRAG SHOWS IN THE WORLD!
APRIL 24, 2014
9 PM IN LA SALA
FREE ADMISSION
DONATIONS SUGGESTED
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE
AIDS ACTION COMMITTEE
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS:

Feminists @ MIT
Gender Fluidity Group
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A year after the Boston bombings, a day of tribute

Boston residents remember and mourn on the anniversary of the marathon tragedy
By Katharine Q. Seelye
The new york times

BOSTON - It may be one of the
biggest cities in the country, but
Boston was a small town on Tuesday as it mourned the losses it suffered in mayhem a year ago and as
it honored the sense of community
that emerged from the ashes.
“There are no strangers here,”
Gov. Deval Patrick said to an overflow audience of 2,700 at the Hynes
Convention Center on Boylston
Street. “We are all connected to
each other, to events beyond our
control, to a common destiny.”
He was addressing families and
loved ones, first responders and
medical professionals, runners and
spectators, all brought together by
their ties to last year’s Boston Marathon. One of the best-known sporting events in the world, it turned
deadly last year when two homemade bombs, planted close to the
finish line, killed three people:
Krystle Campbell, 29, Lu Lingzi, 23,
and Martin Richard, 8. The bombs
wounded 260 others and cost 16
some of their limbs. The two men
accused of the bombings are alleged to have killed a fourth person,
Sean Collier, 27, a police officer at

MIT, a few days later.
The tribute at the convention
center was the central event of a
gloomy, rain-soaked, tear-streaked
anniversary that began with a
wreath-laying ceremony near the
finish line and ended with candlelight vigils.

The sense of
community was
evident, too, in the
downpour at the
site of the explosion.
But the evening observances
were disrupted when the police
saw a man walking barefoot in
the rain with a backpack near the
finish line on Boylston Street. The
man told the police that he had a
rice cooker in the backpack, which
the police confirmed. Randall Halstead, the police superintendent of
the night command, told reporters
that the man, in his 20s, was taken
into custody and charged with possession of a hoax device and disorderly conduct.
The bomb squad then “rendered” the backpack safe, Halstead

said, creating what sounded like a
contained explosion. He said the
contents of the backpack were under investigation.
Streets in the area were cleared
of pedestrians, and traffic was
blocked off for almost three hours.
Earlier, one of the most emotional moments of the day came
at the beginning, when Jane Richard, 8, and her brother Henry, 12,
helped lay a wreath for Martin,
their brother, in front of the Forum restaurant, where one of the
bombs went off last year. Jane,
her prosthetic leg visible below
her dark skirt, briefly touched the
wreath, and she and her brother
stood quietly for a few moments
before turning to their parents for
hugs.
At the tribute, Patrick took note
of the few degrees of separation
among those at last year’s race.
He said that Martin had carried a
Deval Patrick campaign sign when
Martin was only 2. Mayor Martin
J. Walsh, who also spoke at the
tribute, had been the boy’s Little
League coach.
“It felt like we knew everyone
who was hurt, everyone who was
suffering,” Walsh said, reflecting a
quirk about Boston - that everyone

seems to know everyone else, and
if they did not know one another
before the marathon, they did
now. They have learned their back
stories and followed their progress.
The sense of community was
evident, too, in the crowds that
gathered in the downpour for a
flag-raising ceremony at the site of
the explosions. Many recognized
Carlos Arredondo, the cowboyhat-wearing bystander who became famous last year when he
helped rescue Jeff Bauman, who
lost both legs. But Kristen McKenzie, 34, a nurse at Brigham and
Women’s Hospital, even recognized someone in the crowd far
more anonymous: a man who
had stood guard at a makeshift
memorial that sprang up after the
bombings.
“He was guarding that, day in
and day out, so it was nice to see
him,” she said.
Perhaps the most intense bond
that has been forged is that among
a completely random group of
people who had little in common
except their enthusiasm for cheering on runners and then the grave
injuries they endured.
The survivors have helped one
another recover, moving from

hospitals to rehabilitation together, some of them forming deep
friendships. More than 100 of them
even went on a cruise together in
December.
“To our fellow survivor community,” said Patrick Downes, speaking from the lecturn at the tribute,
“what would we do without each
other?” Downes and his new wife,
Jessica Kensky both lost their left
legs in the blast.
Vice President Joe Biden, who
spoke last at the tribute, leaned on
the lectern and clasped his hands
in front of him, saying it was an
important day, not just for Boston
but for the country because the city
had inspired everyone.
In a rousing finish, Biden summoned an image of next Monday,
when runners will again line up to
start the marathon, now in its 118th
year.
“You will send a resounding
message around the world, not
just to the rest of the world but to
the terrorists, that we will never
yield, we will never cower, America
will never ever, ever stand down,”
he said. “We are Boston! We are
America! We respond, we endure,
we overcome and we own the finish line!”

we’re seeking
to build our
forces
join@tech.mit.edu
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DormCon president plans to help dorm residents

Closing of Bexley and ‘lack of communication’ among main DormCon election issues
DormCon, from Page 1
called it an “issue of persistence.”
“Once we start the conversation, we need to actually push action forward,” said Menendez in
reference to, among other issues,
DormCon’s actions following the
closing of Bexley. “We do this political show of solidarity, but we

don’t actually do anything past
that… We just provide a statement
that ‘we’re not okay with this.’”
Menendez said that if he had been
DormCon president during the
closing of Bexley, he would have
pushed for action on one of the
biggest problems he perceived —
helping Bexley students get their
housing in order.

One of Orphanides’ platform
stances was to publicize DormCon
and its roles in the MIT community to more students, in an effort
to broaden avenues of communication between DormCon and the
student body. “It’s funny how the
average MIT student has no idea
what Dormcon is or does,” said
Menendez.

Orphanides said her plan is
to talk to students at orientation
about DormCon and let them
know how DormCon can support
the student body. The two also
hope to increase the community
atmosphere around MIT by holding both campus-wide events, like
the recent CPW picnic, and build
upon the success of existing inter-

dormitory events like the McCormick-Next formal.
“In this room, we all know each
other. That’s great. But do people
in a dorm on west campus know
people in a dorm in east campus?” said Orphanides during her
candidacy speech. “That’s what
DormCon represents. All of us
together.”

Be a different kind of ENGineer
Be an

E lectronic
News
Gatherer

The Tech is looking for enthusiastic students
to join our new video team.
We’re looking for:
• Video editors
• Broadcast reporters
• Videographers

No experience necessary.

Email join@tech.mit.edu
This space donated by The Tech

The MIT Gospel Choir Presents

GospelFest 2014
An Afternoon of Worship

Saturday, April 26th| Lobdell Dining| Doors Open at 1PM| Free With RSVP ($5 at the Door)

Featuring: Wellesley Graceful Harmony - BU Inner Strength - Berklee Reverence - Members of MIT Rambax - Student Artwork
LEF/
ARCADE

contact gospel-fest@mit.edu for more info
This space donated by The Tech

Are you a font fiend? Do you like making presentations shine?
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Team is a cross-section of MIT’s larger community
Runners hail from different parts of campus: students, faculty, alumni, and facilities
Marathon, from Page 1
morial Fund, a charity established
by MIT in the aftermath of the marathon bombings in order “to establish a Collier Medal — to be awarded to individuals who demonstrate
the values and character of Officer
Collier — as well as other causes,”
according to the award’s website.
At press time, the total funds donated to the team (including those
donations dedicated to the whole
team and individual runners) stands
at $138,025.18, which is 97 percent of
the combined team goal of $142,600.
“I was excited about the possibility of running Boston this year, but

realized the real focus was trying to
raise funds for the Collier Memorial Fund. I am amazed at the commitment of all the team members
to meet and hopefully exceed our
minimum goal for fund-raising,” said
Professor Jonathan A. Runstadler, an
assistant professor in the biological
engineering department. Runstadler
is among five professors on the MIT
Strong team.
While MIT Strong was organized
by MIT, there was no leader of the
team, but rather an organizing committee that planned and executed
the logistics of events. Kris Brewer,
a member of this five-person committee, said, “It’s been a lot of work

planning and arranging all of the
pieces, but definitely rewarding.” The
other members of the committee in-

There was no leader
of MIT Strong,
but an organizing
committee ran
events.
cluded Miller, Tom Gearty of the MIT
Resource Development, Chad Galts
of the School of Engineering, and
Stephanie Kloos, a fitness director at
the Department of Athletics, Physical

Education, and Recreation (DAPER).
According to the team members,
each runner has been preparing for
the marathon for months, many of
them setting up practices together.
Miller and Azzarelli, however, both
believed the race itself isn’t as important as the message the team sends
to the MIT community. “It’s not really about the personal best. The biggest thing is that there will be a lot of
energy that day and it’s just a really
interesting Boston Marathon to be
running,” said Azzarelli.
The team itself was described by
Runstadler as a “cross-section” of
the MIT community who all have
demonstrated the spirit of MIT.

On the fund-raising campaign and
MIT Strong team, Chancellor Cynthia Barnhart PhD ’88 said, “There
is something grander at work here.
[The MIT Strong team] starts to symbolize a community.”
MIT will also host a series of
events today, starting with a ceremony for Collier from 9:30-11:30
a.m. followed by a community picnic on the North Court, from 1:002:30 p.m. The Boston Marathon
takes place on Monday, April 21.
Designated cheer stations and bib
numbers for the marathon runners of the MIT Strong team can be
found at: http://mitstrong.mit.edu/
Race_Day_Info.

No specific reasons provided for DU’s suspension
MIT release cites ‘inappropriate behavior’ as the cause of Delta Upsilon’s suspension
DU, from Page 1
When the MIT chapter of Phi
Beta Epsilon was suspended in 2010,
MIT and the IFC cited hazing as the
reason. No such specific reason has
been provided to The Tech yet in the
DU case.
“The main reason that the situation was different this time around

is because last year we updated our
judicial committee bylaws such that
certain situations are no longer in
the purview of JudComm,” Anil said.
“This allowed the FSILG office to act
first, so it never came to the IFC.”
Article II of the JudComm bylaws
states that, in most cases, the Committee on Discipline will handle
cases involving “hazing, sexual mis-

conduct, serious injury, or death.”
In an email to fraternity members
Thursday, Anil wrote: “I urge the
community to refrain from speculating about the possible causes of this
action. Though this decision and its
consequences ultimately affect all of
our community, we must respect the
privacy of the men of Delta Upsilon
as they navigate through this diffi-

cult time.”
Any reconstitution of the DU
chapter must exclude current members, according to MIT’s press release. Current members, including
freshmen, are now officially alumni
of the fraternity, but they are prohibited from hosting events or doing
business as Delta Upsilon.
Anil said, “From an MIT perspec-

tive and the national chapter’s perspective, since they are alumni of the
organization, they are still considered affiliated with the organization,
but they are not allowed by MIT and
IFC policy to rush any other fraternities on campus.”
MIT has revoked the rights of the
chapter as a student group to reserve
rooms on campus or register events.
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After suffering a serious head injury, one of F1’s premier drivers is fighting to recover
By Deepak Narayanan
SPORTS STAFF

In the world of sport, the term
“legend” is reserved for an elite
group of individuals — sportspeople who have distinguished themselves in ways previously thought
unimaginable: Roger Federer for
winning 17 singles grand slam
titles; Michael Phelps for 18 gold
medals at the Olympics; Sachin
Tendulkar for hitting 100 centuries
through his career; Joe Montana
for winning four Super Bowls as
the 49ers’ starting quarterback.
In the world of motorsport, Michael Schumacher was definitely
a “legend.” In an illustrious 19-year
racing career, Schumi (as he’s affectionately known) won a record
seven championships, a record 91
races, and started the most races
ever from pole position.
Last year on Dec. 29, while skiing with his family in the Swiss
Alps, Schumacher hit his head on

a rock and suffered a serious head
injury. For the last four months,
Schumi has been in a state of induced coma, as doctors try to
wrestle him back to health. The
last couple of weeks have seen
some good news filter in, as he
has reportedly shown some signs
of consciousness. By all accounts,
he’s been as much of a fighter in
real life as he was on the track.

triple-world champion Ayrton
Senna when Senna collided headon with a barrier and died almost
immediately after impact. That he
escaped major accidents throughout his 19-year racing career, only
to be the victim of a freak ski accident, is truly astonishing.
To say the least, Schumacher
changed the way Formula One
is perceived the world over. He

In a 19-year racing career, Schumacher
won a record seven championships, a
record 91 races, and started the most
races ever from pole position.
Schumacher began his F1 racing career around a time when
fatalities were still common in Formula One. In fact, Schumacher has
witnessed tragedy right in front of
his eyes. In just his fourth season,
at the San Marino Grand Prix in
1994, he was driving right behind

single-handedly made Ferrari a
force to be reckoned with again in
the Constructor’s standings. In his
heyday years from 2000 to 2004,
Schumacher redefined the meaning of dominance in the sport, winning five continuous championships, and setting a record for most

races won in a five-year period. His
2004 season was particularly magnificent, when he won a record 12
of the first 13 races, only failing to
finish at the Monte Carlo Grand
Prix because of an accident with
Juan Pablo Montoya.
Schumacher’s ultra-aggressive
driving style and scant respect for
his competitors meant Formula
One during his active years was
never devoid of entertainment.
Often, Schumacher found himself
at the center of controversies, and
at the receiving end of the ire of a
number of his fellow racers. Nonetheless, his charisma meant that
in the eyes of a number of fans,
he transcended the racetrack, and
was often accorded superstar status on his travels.
Schumacher retired from Formula One for the first time at the
end of the 2006 season, after a
number of car reliability problems prevented him from realistically competing for a record eighth

World Championship. Schumi
stayed on as an advisor to Ferrari,
but for the most part, he stayed
away from the public eye. However, after a quiet couple of years,
a number of rumors surfaced that
he would be returning, and in Dec.
2009 it was formally announced
that he would be making a comeback in the 2010 season with Mercedes. The comeback, however,
did not go as well as intended,
and the next three years were only
punctuated by moments of brilliance; for the most part, he was
handsomely outraced by his teammate, Nico Rosberg.
All things said, Schumacher left
an incredible legacy to Formula
One, not only on the race track
but off it as well. Now, he needs
to show the resilience and desire
that characterized his driving
style to win one more time. It’s a
race that everyone wants him to
win. Stay strong, Schumi. We need
you back.

Real Madrid and Bayern Munich battle for final spot
Evenly matched teams Atletico Madrid and Chelsea compete for the other spot in the final
Soccer, from Page 20
will battle it out with Bayern Munich to earn a spot in the final.
The first leg of the draws will be on
April 22 – 23, while the second legs
will be played on April 29 – 30.

Atletico Madrid vs. Chelsea
I haven’t gotten tired of writing
that Atletico Madrid are having a
phenomenal season, and I hope
you haven’t gotten bored of reading it, because that is the only way
to summarize their season so far.
They are three points ahead of Real
Madrid and four points ahead of
Barcelona as La Liga has only five
match weeks left. As if that weren’t
enough, Atletico Madrid eliminated Barcelona in the previous
round of the Champions League
with a 1-1 away tie and a 1-0 win
at home. They were definitely the
better side of the two teams.

Diego Simeone
has established
himself as one of
football’s brightest
managers.
The pressure they put on Barcelona paid off, and they also
missed a slew of chances in the
game at home. Diego Simeone has
by now established himself as one
of football’s brightest and most
talented managers. What he’s
done with Atletico Madrid this

season is perhaps enough for the
manager of the year award, but he
isn’t settling with that yet. He will
bring the pressure he brought to
Barcelona to Chelsea as well and
look to eliminate them.
Chelsea sits in second place in
the English Premier League, only
two points behind Liverpool. The
two teams will play each other in
two weeks in what may be the deciding match of the championship
in the league. Chelsea’s Champions League run has been exciting
to say the least. After losing 3-1 to
Paris Saint-Germain in Paris, they
managed to win 2-0 thanks to a
late goal from Demba Ba and ended up moving to the semifinals.
Mourinho deployed an extremely offensive roster with three
strikers and two more offensiveminded midfielders, and it paid
off. However, I’m sure he wasn’t
happy that his team ended up
bringing the draw to that point.
Chelsea, while in general performing at an extremely high level,
has slipped every now and then.
If they have one of those slips
against Atletico Madrid, they will
surely be penalized.
One aspect that makes this
match interesting is Atletico Madrid’s starting goalie, Thibaut
Courtois. Courtois has been on
loan at Atletico Madrid from Chelsea since 2011, and he has proven
to be one of the most important
players on the team. At age 21, he
has established himself as one of
Europe’s best. However, it seems
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like Atletico Madrid will be having a hard playing the star keeper
against Chelsea. Apparently, his
contract has a clause that states
that Atletico Madrid have to pay
Chelsea a hefty fee of around 4.5
million euros per game.

Real Madrid vs. Bayern
Munich

These two European giants
came here after overcoming fear
of elimination. Bayern Munich
tied with Manchester United
1-1 in England and won 3-1 in

Real Madrid’s loss to Barcelona may have
cost them the league, but they are still
performing well offensively.
Atletico Madrid’s president
has announced that they cannot
pay such a fee, but fortunately for
them, they have the support of the
Union of European Football Associations. The UEFA has stated
that such clauses are against the
spirit of the sport and that such a
clause will be null and void, paving the way for Courtois to appear
against Chelsea. It is still a mystery
whether or not Chelsea will actually pursue the fee asked or prevent Courtois from playing against
them. Courtois has the potential
to be the star of the tie and save
Atletico from elimination.
Whether Courtois plays or not,
this match will be extremely exciting to watch. Both teams truly
play with their hearts and apply
major pressure on their opponents. Fans will watch two matches contested until the last whistle
with a lot of fighting for the ball in
the midfield. It will be hard to call
the team to advance, as it may be
decided on away goals or maybe
even penalty kicks.
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Munich. However, Manchester
United were the better side in the
first leg and managed to get the
first goal in the second leg. People
were not expecting that, as they
thought that Pep Guardiola’s side
would have cruised to the semifinals. It goes to show that nothing
in soccer is easy.
Furthermore, after losing to
Nurnberg in the Bundesliga, Bayern Munich suffered a 3-0 loss
to Borussia Dortmund this past
weekend. The players apparently
have a lack of concentration when
it comes to the Bundesliga, but
Guardiola needs to make sure
that his squad is in tiptop mental shape for the Real Madrid
match-up.
Real Madrid’s loss to Barcelona may have cost them the league,
but they are still performing well
offensively. However, after beating Borussia Dortmund 3-0 in
the first leg of the quarterfinals,
they lost 2-0 in match in Dortmund. If it weren’t for Iker Casillas, perhaps we would have seen

a semifinal match-up of Borussia
Dortmund and Bayern Munich.
Borussia Dortmund had plenty
of chances to equalize and aggregate, and eventually strike a goal
that would have seen them past
Real Madrid. However, their strikers failed to make chances with
Henrikh Mkhitaryan leading the
way with a miss on an open goal.
Thus, Real Madrid managed to
withstand Borussia Dortmund’s
onslaught and saw themselves to
the semifinals. Their task won’t
be easy as they face their third
German opponent after eliminating Schalke 04 and Borussia
Dortmund.
The last time these two sides
came together (in the 2012 semifinals), Real Madrid ended up
losing on penalty kicks. They
will seek revenge, but it won’t
be easy. Ancelotti’s side tends to
push higher up with players like
Gareth Bale, Di Maria, and Cristiano Ronaldo, while Guardiola
always prefers a calmer and more
collected approach focused on
controlling the ball. It will be a
battle between offensive and controlled soccer. Although it will be
extremely close, I still see Bayern
Munich with a slight edge in the
matchup. Dortmund showed that
Real Madrid’s defense has key issues that can be exploited, and
Guardiola will definitely look to
make the most of those issues.
Don’t miss out on these two giants battling it out for a spot at
the final!
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Michael Schumacher: A Formula One legend

Have a burning
desire to see these
teams battle it out?
In person?!
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Upcoming Home Events
Friday, April 18
Softball vs. WPI

3 p.m., Briggs Field

Baseball vs. Wheaton College

3:30 p.m., Briggs Field

Softball vs. WPI

5 p.m., Briggs Field

Saturday, April 19

European soccer year
entering final stretch
Four teams alive in Champions League
By Ali Soylemezoglu

Sailing vs. Boston Dinghy Club Challenge Cup

10:15 a.m., Charles River

Men’s Heavyweight Crew vs. Compton Cup

8:24 a.m., Charles River

Men’s Track and Field vs. Sean Collier Invitational

11 a.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Women’s Track and Field vs. Sean Collier Invitational

11 a.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Women’s Openweight Crew vs. UMass/Bates

9 a.m., Charles River

Women’s Lightweight Crew vs. MIT Lightweight Invitational

9:12 a.m., Charles River

SPORTS EDITOR

Soccer has entered the final stretch all
throughout Europe. Some leagues already
have a team that has clinched the league
title; other leagues are currently witnessing heated races for first place. Teams are
trying to collect as many points as possible from their remaining games to finish
as high in their league as possible. Players

are showcasing their talents with hopes of
being selected for their country’s World
Cup Squad.
While all this is going on, the Champions League has progressed into the semifinals with only four teams remaining.
Soon, only two teams will remain to fight
for the crown of Europe. Atletico Madrid
will be facing Chelsea, and Real Madrid
Soccer, Page 19

MIT Ballroom Dance Team preparing for MIT Open
MITBDT competed in Harvard Invitational and had more than 20 couples place in finals
By Peggy Zhu and Amy Fan
team representatives

On April 5 and 6, the MIT Ballroom Dance
Team (MITBDT) competed at the Harvard
Invitational 2014, held at Hynes Convention
Center in Boston. One of the
biggest collegiate dance competitions of the year, the Harvard Invitational hosted more
than 600 competitors from all
over the country. Despite the
fierce competition, MITBDT
dancers brought out their best performances, with more than 20 couples placing in finals across different levels and styles.

Saturday Morning & Afternoon –
Syllabus Standard and Smooth

Aaron Beal

Daniel Chen ‘17 and Caset Crownhart
‘17 perform on behalf of the MIT Ballroom Dance Team at the Harvard Invitational. The Invitational was hosted
by Harvard Ballroom Dance Team at the
Hynes Convention Center from April 5 – 6.

The first day of the competition began
with Smooth events, followed by Standard
events in the afternoon. Our rookie class has
moved from Newcomer to Bronze, with a few
couples making Waltz and Tango finals, and
four couples dancing in the Foxtrot final, including Daniel D. Richman ’17 and Devon A.
Sklair ’15 placing fourth, and Lingping Zeng
G and Grace Hsu placing seventh.
Dan Chen ’17 and Casey R. Crownhart ’17
placed first in Overall Bronze Smooth, with
Corey A. Cleveland ’17 and Clio Flikkema
coming in second. Cleveland and Flikkema
also placed first in Silver Smooth Viennese
Waltz, while Vitaly Abdrashitov G and Amy

Do you live outside
the bubble?

S. Ishiguro ’16 claimed first overall in Silver
Smooth. In the Gold Smooth events, Dilip
J. Thekkoodan G and Amy C. Fan ’15 placed
across all finals, and Ian Slattery MS ’06 and
Arlene Hijara placed fifth in Foxtrot/Viennese Waltz.
With significantly more couples dancing
in Standard, the competition became tougher as the day progressed. In Bronze events,
Chen and Crownhart missed only the Waltz
final, and Cleveland and Flikkema placed in
all finals, winning second overall. In Silver
Standard, Abdrashitov and Ishiguro placed
in all finals, and Ross Finmann G and Ji Shiyan placed fourth in Viennese Waltz.

Saturday Evening – Open Events
Following Syllabus Standard, the exciting Open events started in the late afternoon.
MITBDT had a strong showing in Pre-champ
Standard finals, with Mark Chen PhD ’09 and
Bella Pindrus, and Alex Martinov G and Julia
Shen placing in all finals. In the last event of
the day, Championship Standard, MITBDT
couples claimed two places among six finalists, with Ben R. Moss G and Esther Rheinbay
placing third, and Alex Arazawa and Jing
Wang ’10, MEng ’11 fourth.
The night ended with a spectacular performance from world vice champions Victor
Fung and Anastasia Muravyeva.

Sunday – Syllabus Rhythm & Latin
Sunday began with Bronze Rhythm

events, where the MITBDT rookies continued to excel. Chen and Brittany N. Bautista
’17, and Zohaib Mahmood G and Francesca
Y. Majluf ’17 and placed in Bronze Rhythm
finals. Cleveland and Flikkema won second
place overall in Bronze Rhythm and also
managed to place fifth in Silver Bolero. Jorge
L. Valdez G and Laura Petrovich G claimed
first place in Silver Rumba/Cha and Mambo/
Swing
In the very competitive Latin events,
Cleveland and Flikkema claimed first
Overall for Bronze, and Mahmood and
Majluf entered the final for Bronze Jive.
In Silver Latin, Valdez and Petrovich
placed in both Rumba/Cha and Samba/
Jive events; while their teammates Brian
R. Solomon G and Jessica Bernier MS ’11
placed third in Samba/Jive. Two MITBDT
couples danced in Silver Paso Doble final,
including Cleveland and Flikkema, who
placed third, and Abdrashitov and Hijara,
who placed fifth. Finally, Kuang Xu G and
Eileen Depakibibo brought back the last
ribbon of the night, placing seventh in
Gold Rumba/Cha final.

Looking Forward: MIT Open 2014
MITBDT has two more weeks to prepare for the next and the biggest collegiate
ballroom competition of the season, their
very own MIT Open. The team looks forward to hosting another successful competition and competing at its highest level.

MIT Engineers defeat Clark University 6-3

Normal MIT
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Lenny Martinez

Jeffrey M. Sperling ’15 volleys the ball during a match against Clark University last Saturday. The men’s
team defeated Clark 6-3 in its last home event of the season.

